
Exercises
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Hand out Hand in Discussion

Exercise 1 Wed 19.2. Wed 26.2. Fri 28.2.

Exercise 2 Wed 26.2. Fri 6.3. Fri 13.3.

Exercise 3 Fri 6.3. Fri 20.3. Fri 27.3.

Exercise 4 Fri 20.3. Fri 3.4. Fri 24.4.

Exercise 5 Fri 3.4. Fri 1.5. Fri 8.5.

Exercise 6 Fri 1.5. Fri 15.5. Fri 22.5.

Praktikum
• Discussion on Fri 29.5. 13:00-15:45



Addendum: Neutrino oscillation length
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Overview
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• Atmospheric neutrinos
• Identification with flavor 
• Mass hierarchy
• Current status of measurements
• Experimental techniques

– Sources
– Reactor experiments
– Accelerator experiments



Atmospheric neutrinos
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• High-energy cosmic rays interact in the upper part of the 
Earth’s atmosphere

• The cosmic rays (~86% protons) mostly interact hadronically 
giving showers of mainly pions

• Subsequent decay of pions and muons:

• Producing neutrinos with 
En ~ 100 MeV – 1 TeV

• Expected ratio is               
nµ : ne ~ 2 : 1

• However, observed lower 
ratio (nµ deficit)



Atmospheric neutrino oscillations
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• Atmospheric neutrinos are an ideal source to look for 
neutrino oscillations à En/L spans several orders of 
magnitude

• En ~ 100 MeV – 1 TeV
• L  ~ 10 – 104 km



Atmospheric neutrino oscillations
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• SuperKamiokande
experiment clarified origin 
of atmospheric nµ deficit 
– Experiment can 

separate nµ and ne and 
measure direction of 
outgoing lepton

– Measured flux for 
different energies

• Results
– ne in rough agreement 

with predictions
– Strong evidence for 

disappearance of nµ
coming from below

– Consistent with nµà nt
oscillations (nt below 
detection threshold)



Atmospheric neutrino oscillations
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• …



Confirmation by accelerator neutrinos
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• nµ disappearance first measured by MINOS (Fermilab, L=730km) 
and K2K (JPARC, L=235km)

• nt appearance measured by OPERA (CERN/LNGS, L=730km)

OPERA 2010

• Atmospheric neutrino oscillations confirmed by long-baseline 
accelerator neutrino experiments



Measurement of Dm23 and q23
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OPERA 2010

à Which octant? Is q23 smaller or larger than 450?



Identification with flavors 
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• Have two distinct Dm2 related to solar and atmospheric 
oscillation frequencies

• Conventional assignment to mass eigenstates

22
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FIG. 31: The zenith angle distribution for fully-contained 1-ring events, multi-ring events, partially-contained events and upward muons. The
points show the data, box histograms show the non-oscillated Monte Carlo events and the lines show the best-fit expectations for νµ $ ντ
oscillations with sin2 2θ = 1.00 and Δm2 = 2.1⇥10�3 eV2. The best-fit expectation is corrected by the 39 systematic error terms, while the
correction is not made for the non-oscillated Monte Carlo events. The height of the boxes shows the statistical error of the Monte Carlo.

ergy scale uncertainty leads to a +0.9
�1.1 % error in the stop-

ping muons due to the 1.6 GeV/c cut; the reduction effi-
ciency for stopping (through-going)muons has an uncertainty
of +0.34

�1.25 % (+0.32�0.54 %); and stopping/through-going separation
+0.29
�0.38 % (where “+” means through-going muons misidenti-
fied as stopping). As in the contained event analysis, com-
parison of data and expectations is done between observed
number of events and the live-time-scaled MC number of
events. However, to facilitate comparisons with other exper-

iments, these numbers are also presented in units of flux as
described in [3, 4]. The additional systematic uncertainty in
the observed through-going (stopping) flux comes from effec-
tive area of 0.3% and the live-time calculation (0.1%). The
absolute expected flux has theoretical uncertainties of at least
20% in the normalization for high energy (> 100 GeV) neu-
trinos and 5 to 10% from interaction model differences.

The zenith angle distributions of the upward through-going
and stopping muons are shown in Fig. 31. The shape of

Fig. 31: Zenith angle distribution for fully-contained single-ring e-like and µ-like events, multi-ring µ-like events,
partially contained events, and upward-going muons. The points show the data and the boxes show the Monte
Carlo events without neutrino oscillations. The solid lines show the best-fit expectations for ⌫µ $ ⌫⌧ oscillations
(from Ref. [36]).

8 The three-neutrino mixing scenario
As we have seen the evidence summarized in the previous section points to two distinct neutrino mass
square differences related to the solar and atmospheric oscillation frecuencies:

|�m2
solar|| {z }

⇠8·10
�5 eV2

⌧ |�m2
atmos|| {z }

⇠2.5·10
�3 eV2

(89)

The mixing of the three standard neutrinos ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ can accommodate both. The two independent
neutrino mass square differences are conventionally assigned to the solar and atmospheric ones in the
following way:

�m2
13 = m2

3 � m2
1 = �m2

atmos, �m2
12 = m2

2 � m2
1 = �m2

solar . (90)

30



Decoupling as 2 flavor mixing 
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• Three flavor mixing phenomena decouple to 2 flavor mixing 
phenomena since Dmatmos >> Dmsolar and q13 small

• For athmospheric neutrino oscillations:

• Described by 2x2 mixing with mixing parameters:

à



Decoupling as 2 flavor mixing 
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• Three flavor mixing phenomena decouple to 2 flavor mixing 
phenomena since Dmatmos >> Dmsolar and q13 small

• For solar neutrino oscillations:

• Described by 2x2 mixing with mixing parameters:

• Note: measurement of q13 ~ 90 à get sizeable corrections

à Atmospheric oscillations too rapid and get averaged out

1 0



Mass hierarchy
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• Results of neutrino oscillations determine
• Two distinct and very different mass scales

• Two possible assignments of mass hierarchy:

• In both cases:

Normal hierarchy Inverted hierarchy



Constraints on neutrino masses
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• Neutrino oscillations cannot provide information about 
absolute mass scales

• Best sensitivity to sum of neutrino masses coming from 
cosmology (CMB temperature power spectrum, galaxy 
structure formation)

Planck



Measurement of mixing parameters
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Knowns and unknowns
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à Mass hierarchy?

à Octant?

à CP violation?

à New phenomena?



Neutrino physics experiments
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Sources of neutrinos
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• Neutrinos are everywhere: 
– Energy spectrum covers 20 orders of magnitude
– Second most abundant particles in the universe



Artificial sources: Reactor neutrinos
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• Intense flux of anti-n, produced “for free” by nuclear power 
plants En ~ MeV
– Used for first observations of neutrinos (Reines & Cowan)
– anti-n from b-decay of fission products, flux estimated by the fraction 

of isotopes that are fissioning at a given time and the reactor power
– Average flux 1020 anti-ne per second



Reactor neutrino experiments
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Detectors for reactor neutrino experiments

22



Detectors for reactor neutrino experiments
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• Reactor experiments (Daya-Bay, RENO and Double Chooz) 
have similar design and strategy: detection of inverse b-
decay in liquid scintillator doped with Gd

RENO

Daya Bay



Measurements with reactor neutrinos
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• Measurement of anti-ne disappearance

• Sensitivity to q13

• No sensitivity to dCP

• Sensitivity to mass 
hierarchy through 
oscillation interference 
à spectral distortion 
(3% effect for medium 
baseline experiments)



Measurements of q13
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• Daya Bay (March 2012):

• Since then more precise 
measurement and 
measurements by RENO 
and Double Chooz

Daya Bay
RENO



Summary of measurements of q13
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JUNO

27

1



Artificial sources: Accelerator neutrinos
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• First accelerator neutrinos by Lederman, Schwartz and 
Steinberger (1962) with En ~ 1 GeV

• Same principle in modern experiments, better technique 
(focusing magnets)  

• Possibility to produce both nµ and anti-nµ beams
– with some contamination of other n and anti-n flavors



Accelerator neutrinos: Off-axis technique
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• Off-axis technique foresees detectors not aligned with the 
center of the neutrino flux, but shifted by some degrees

• Narrower energy spectrum at “low” energies
• Dependency from parent hadron energy removed
• Technique adopted by T2K and NOvA



Desirable features for neutrino detectors
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• Low energy threshold
– Low-energy neutrinos or secondary particles can be detected and studied

• Good angular resolution
– Particles direction accurately reconstructed – direction of neutrinos inferred from 

measured direction of charged leptons

• Good particle identification
– Discrimination of flavors e/µ/t crucial for oscillation measurements

• Good energy resolution
– Measurement of neutrino energy crucial for extraction of oscillation parameters

• Good time resolution
– Time evolution of transient signals important for background rejection

• Charge identification
– Discrimination between leptons and anti-leptons important for oscillation 

measurements, in particular dCP

Ø Not possible to have all of these features in one detector
Ø Need to select most appropriate technology according to the 

aim of the experiment



Detection of ne with radiochemical sources
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• Very first approach to study solar neutrinos (Davis-Pontecervo)
• Production of radioactive isotopes
• 37Ar and 71Ga are extracted chemically and counted by their 

decay products
– No information about neutrino energy or direction



Cherenkov radiation
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• Presence of neutrino inferred from presence of charged 
lepton
– Coherent emission of light from passage of charged particle through 

medium, if speed of particle is larger than the speed of light in the 
medium

• Threshold for emitting Cherenkov radiation depends on mass 
of the particle



Particle identification
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• Angular distribution of Cherenkov photons 
along the primary particle direction provide 
key to particle identification

• e/µ discrimination
– Muons: sharp and clear ring
– Electrons: fuzzy ring due to multiple scattering 

and showering



Examples of Cherenkov detectors
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T2K: Accelerator neutrinos (since 2010) 
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• T2K (Tokai to Kamioka): neutrino beams produced at JPARC
• Two near detectors at 280m from target 

– One to measure beam direction and intensity
– Other (off-axis) to measured cross section, flux and flavor composition

• Then beam reaches SuperKamiokande after 295km
• Measurements of nµ disappearance
• First measurement of ne appearance



Examples of Cherenkov detectors
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Tracking Calorimetry
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• Aim to detect and reconstruct all 
particles from neutrino interaction

• Two main types
– Alternating detector layers
– Monolithic (single volume detector)

• If magnetized 
– Charge determination à n or anti-n
– Momentum from curvature of charged 

particle tracks



Tracking Calorimetry: MINOS (2003-2016)
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• 120 GeV proton beam at Fermilab, <En> ~ 3 GeV
• Near detector at 1km, far detector at Soudan mine at 735km

• Magnetized (1.3T) steel/scintillator 
sampling calorimeter/tracking
– 2.54cm steel absorbers ~1.4X0
– 1 cm thick plastic scintillator bars with 

orthogonal direction in alternating layers

1kton 5.4kton

First measurement 
of nµ disappearance 



Tracking Calorimetry: NOvA (since 2014)
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• 120 GeV proton beam at Fermilab, <En> ~ 3 GeV
• Far detector at Soudan mine at 735km
• Uses off-axis technique
• 385’000 high refracting plastic PVC cells filled with liquid 

scintillators 
• Energy deposited by incoming particles collected by 

wavelength shifting fibers  



Tracking Calorimetry: OPERA (2008-2012)
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• Optimized for reconstruction 
of nt interactions

• <En> ~ 17 GeV
• Modular structure alternating 

lead sheets and emulsion 
films (1.25 kton target mass)

First measurement 
of nt appearance 



Measurements at accelerator experiments
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• Sensitivity to q23

• Sensitivity to q13 as reactor measurement have determined 
that q13 is not too small 

• Measurement of dCP only possible at accelerator experiments
• Sensitivity to mass hierarchy due to matter effects



Measurement of dCP
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• Measurement is (in principle) 
simple: looking for different 
behavior between neutrino 
and anti-neutrino oscillations

• Complicated by matter 
effects

• Complicated by beam
contamination

• Dependence on q13



Measurement of dCP
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• T2K results published this month exclude CP conservation 
at 95% confidence level Nature volume 580, pages 339–344(2020)

https://www.nature.com/nature


Future accelerator-based experiments
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Future accelerator-based experiments
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Summary of 3 flavor neutrino oscillation 
measurements
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• Complementary and 
consistent measurements 
of three mixing angles and 
two mass2 differences 
using solar, atmospheric, 
reactor and accelerator 
neutrinos

• Improved measurement of 
q23, determination of mass 
hierarchy and search for 
CP violation in lepton 
sector being addressed by 
current and future 
experiments



LSND anomaly
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• LSND (1993-1998) with L/E ~ 
m/MeV observed excess in 
appearance of ne from nµ beam

à Compatible with oscillations with             
Dm2 ~ 0.2 eV (>> Dm2

atmo, Dm2
solar)

__

_
_

• Large regions of phase space excluded 
by KARMEN and Bugey

• Excess seen by MiniBooNE



Interpretation as sterile neutrino
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Addressing the anomaly
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ne DIS:
• Almost all short baseline reactor 

neutrino experiments show 
deficits in measured neutrino flux

nµ DIS:
• No anomaly seen at accelerator 

experiments
à To be followed
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